
                                  Workshop on Noncommutative Manifolds II Trieste NCG07 

                                          October  22-26, 2007      ICTP – Main Lecture Hall, Main Building

                                                                         PROGRAMME

Mon Oct 22 Tue Oct 23 Wed Oct 24 Thu Oct 25 Fri Oct 26

8:30       registration
9:00 opening

    9:15  - 10:05 MAJID MAJID CONNES RIVASSEAU          SITARZ

10:10 – 11:00 RIEFFEL VARILLY CONSANI GROSSE TELEMAN

11:00 – 11:20 COFFEE COFFEE               COFFEE  COFFEE COFFEE

11:20 – 12:10              WATAMURA ASCHIERI van SUIJLEKOM  BAHNS HAJAC

12.15 -  12:45 FIMA FIORE MARTINETTI  BRAIN          ZAMPINI

LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH

14:15 – 15:05 MADORE TUSET CONNES CONNES  WULKENHAAR

15:10 – 16:00 HAWKINS PIACITELLI GUIDO PERCACCI      DITO

16:05 – 16:55 SAITO CONNES IVAN MARCOLLI  D'ANDREA



MINI-COURSES    

Connes - "Variations on the spectral triples" Majid - "q-deformed physics at roots of unity" 

TALKS

Aschieri - Twisting all the way: from classical to quantum fields Martinetti - "Spectral distance on the circle" 
Bahns - "On the UV/IR mixing on the noncommutative Minkowski space" Percacci - "Asymptotic safety" 
Brain - "A twistor approach to the noncommutative basic instanton" Piacitelli - "On models of quantum spacetime" 
Consani - "Noncommutative geometry on global fields" Rieffel - "Towards Dirac operators for "Matrix algebras converge to the 
D'Andrea - "Noncommutative geometry and quantum group symmetries" sphere" " 
Dito -  "A new deformation quantization algebra on a complex symplectic Rivasseau - "Constructive non commutative field theory" 
 manifold" Saito - "Charged superstrings and spectrum-generating algebra" 
Fima - "Twisting of locally compact quantum groups. Deformation of the Sitarz - "Spectral action on quantum manifolds" 
Haar measure" Van Suijlekom - On the geometry of noncommutative gauge fields"
Fiore - "Twisted symmetries and Bose-Fermi statistics in QM and QFT" Teleman - "Topics in noncommutative geometry" 
Grosse - "Progress in noncommutative quantum field theory models" Tuset - "Quantum groups as non-commutative manifolds" 
Guido - "Dirac operators for infinite graphs" Varilly - From commutative spectral triples to manifolds" 
Hajac - "Noncommutative join construction" Watamura - "A Hopf algebra structure in string theory" 
Hawkins - "The integrality condition for quantizing the sphere" Wulkenhaar - "From the harmonic oscillator as a spectral triple to the
Ivan - "Deformations for some extensions of Toeplitz type" vacuum of noncommutative gauge theory " 
Madore - "Ground-state configurations in noncommutative gravity" Zampini - "A gauged Laplacian on a quantum Hopf bundle" 
Marcolli - "Solvmanifolds and noncommutative tori with real 
multiplication"
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